Pandemic Response Updated April 2022

While many Canadians long for glimpses of springtime green, residents of Oaxaca are enjoying another
kind of green: the green of the “semáforo” or traffic light system that in Mexico, indicates low Covid
case numbers. The pandemic’s two years have been tough in Oaxaca, so dependent on tourism for
economic well-being. In a cautious return to normal life, residents recently celebrated Samaritana for
the first time in two years, a Oaxacan Lenten festival in which churches, homes, and businesses offer
free fruit-flavoured water to passersby. Sunday concerts by the State Band are back at the zocolo,
tourists from Mexico and elsewhere are enjoying drinks and meals on the many rooftop patios. Covid
measures still include hand sanitizer and electronic thermometers at the entrances of most stores and
restaurants; cobrebocas (face masks) are ever-present in the streets. But the protective value of good
ventilation provides visitors with some confidence to enjoy Oaxaca’s open-air lifestyle.
Still, families busking, or selling children’s drawings along the Andador de Macedonia Alcalá remind the
visitor that the needs in Oaxaca are still great. Behind the public face of tourism’s return, the pandemic
has exacerbated existing suffering and inequalities. Our project partners continue to serve and support
vulnerable children and their families, with the help of donations from our generous CANFRO donors.
Here is a brief update on our projects as we enter year three of Covid-19:
Students supported by scholarships through The Education Project for Girls are still receiving their
tutoring online, due to the pandemic. But the monthly stipend that makes it possible for them to stay in
school, rather than quit their education to work with the family or marry, means they can continue their
education. The success rate is very high: 95% of CANFRO-sponsored students have graduated high
school, and about 40% have gone on to university.
Students in CANFRO’S The Tutor Project, partnered with the Oaxaca Learning Centre, are also receiving
academic tutoring and psychological counselling services online. The Learning Centre’s plans to increase
classroom space on the roof of the current TOLC building are still in progress and point to a future
resumption of in-person services, post-pandemic.
Children with hearing loss have been at a particular disadvantage during the pandemic with the delay of
hearing tests in remote villages and some in-person support for children and their parents. Fortunately,
our partner agency in The Speech and Language Therapy Project, CORAL, has risen to the challenge.
Using auditory-verbal language therapy, and with classes for learning Mexican Sign Language, they have
served clients both face-to-face and online, helping children acquire language and improving their
communication and social inclusion.

Our partner in delivering The Book Project, Libros Para Pueblos, resumed the popular tours of LPP
libraries this winter, and opened a new partner library. Given the difficulty of visiting many of the
libraries during the pandemic, LPP staff and Regional Coordinators produced and distributed training
videos to the 70-member network. Meanwhile, regional coordinators also found creative ways to deliver
books to children in remote places, including home delivery.
When the pandemic struck, The Food Project, which supplied nutritious meals to children at our partner
agency El Centro de Esperanza Infantil (CEI), switched gears. With in-person meals not possible, families
of CEI students picked up “despensas,” packages of food and essential household supplies. This program
has been enormously popular, and may continue in some form in the future, lowering the
transportation burden for families bringing their children to CEI for meals.
Also, in partnership with CEI, The School Sponsorship Program continues to cover costs associated with
school attendance (uniforms, books, shoes, other services and fees) that would otherwise be a barrier to
accessing education. CANFRO donations have also supported a new, pandemic-related focus, assisting
with urgently needed psychological services for children and families coping with difficult home learning
environments; about fifty children have received services and are now better equipped to continue their
studies from home.

